Abstract-This paper addresses the following question: does a small, essential, core set of API members emerges from the actual usage of the API by client applications? To investigate this question, we study the 99 most popular libraries available in Maven Central and the 865,560 client programs that declare dependencies towards them, summing up to 2.3M dependencies. Our key findings are as follows: 43.5% of the dependencies declared by the clients are not used in the bytecode; all APIs contain a large part of rarely used types and a few frequently used types, and the ratio varies according to the nature of the API, its size and its design; we can systematically extract a reuse-core from APIs that is sufficient to provide for most clients, the median size of this subset is 17% of the API that can serve 83% of the clients. This study is novel both in its scale and its findings about unused dependencies and the reuse-core of APIs. Our results provide concrete insights to improve Maven's build process with a mechanism to detect unused dependencies. They also support the need to reduce the size of APIs to facilitate API learning and maintenance.
INTRODUCTION
A LL software applications depend on external libraries that provide reusable functionalities. These libraries encapsulate a whole range of different functions, spanning runtime logging, data extraction and input/output management. External libraries provide an access to these functions via Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). Meanwhile, applications have to declare they need some libraries, in order to use the API functions in their code. This declaration creates a dependency between the client application and the library API.
Our study focuses on these client-library dependencies. We are particularly intrigued by two well documented intuitions about dependencies. On one hand, Hyrum's law states that "With a sufficient number of users of an API, ...all observable behaviors of your system will be depended on by somebody" [1] . On the other hand, there is a commonly accepted intuition that APIs are unnecessarily large and that client dependencies actually focus on a small part of common APIs. This intuition is backed up by several empirical studies [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] .
The in-depth analysis of dependencies reveals that there is no contradiction but rather a continuum between two extremes: the API parts that are used by the vast majority of clients and the most exotic parts of the API that eventually fit at least one adventurous client. As part of this work, we propose to compute the "reuse-core" of APIs, in order to grasp the essential members of APIs. We define this core as follows: the reuse-core is the smallest set of API members that are necessary to fulfill the needs of most clients.
Although these two statements may appear contradictory: the first one suggests that every API member is eventually used, while the second one suggests that only a small part of APIs is really necessary. Our in-depth analysis of dependencies reveals a continuum between these two extremes rather than a contradiction. In other words, libraries contain a portion of API members that are used by a vast majority of clients. Other exotic API members, fit, eventually, at least one adventurous client. As a consequence of such an observation, we propose to compute the "reuse-core" of APIs, in order to grasp the essential members of APIs. We define this core as follows: the reuse-core is the smallest set of API members that are necessary to fulfill the needs of most clients.
Our work explores this continuous space of dependency relations, focusing on the Maven Central ecosystem. This choice is motivated by two factors: it is the most popular repository to distribute code artifacts that run on the Java Virtual Machine; it contains both APIs and clients that depend on these APIs. The Maven Dependency Graph [6] provides a snapshot of Maven Central as of September 6, 2018 . From this graph, we determine the 99 most used libraries and all the client artifacts that depend on any version of one of these libraries. This forms the dataset for our study: 99 APIs, 943,098 clients, summing up to 2,306,331 dependencies.
We study Maven (client-library) dependencies around 3 dimensions. First, we analyze the client-side to determine to what extent their declared dependencies are actually used, i.e., there is at least one API member used by the client's code. Second, we analyze the API side of dependencies to determine how different members of the API are used by the clients. Third, we propose a new actionable way to explore the continuum of dependencies and assess the impact of reducing the size of APIs. In a last part of our study, we define a new metric to precisely capture the reusecore of APIs and discuss the meaning of this core for six case studies.
The key findings of our study are as follow: (i) on the clients-side, we found that 43.5% of declared dependencies do not translate into API usages at the bytecode-level; (ii) on the libraries API side, we confirm Hyrum's law: when considering the most popular, i.e. used, version of each library, it is very likely that every public member is used; (iii) meanwhile, we notice that every API can be reduced to a small fraction and still fulfill the needs of a majority of the clients. The size of this fraction varies from one API to another in relation to a diversity of a library API purpose, size, and usage. Our dataset is large enough to include some of the most extreme cases that occur in the extraordinary practice of software development, e.g., a very small API with only annotations, some giant APIs which clients use in a very focused way, or even some artifacts that are massively used even if they have no public members. (iv) in particular, we show that we can systematically determine a relevant ratio of the hidden API Vs. clients satisfaction. The median value of this ratio among our libraries API is 83% of the API that can be hidden while still serving 83% of the clients.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• The concept of API reuse-core, and a procedure to compute it, which can be used to focus API learning and maintenance.
• A public dataset of 99 APIs and 2,306,331 dependencies [7] along with an open reproduction package [8] . This large dataset can fuel the ongoing research initiatives in the areas of dependency management and release engineering.
• Novel empirical evidences about Maven dependencies and the existence of a compact core in popular JVMbased APIs. These evidences open new directions to improve Maven's build process and to systematically reduce the size of APIs. This paper is organized as follow. Section 2 introduces the key concepts of Maven. Section 3.1 discusses our analysis infrastructure and the dataset for this study. In Section 3 we present our research methodology, while in Section 4 we discuss the empirical observations about the actual usage of client-library Maven dependencies.
SOFTWARE REUSE WITHIN THE MAVEN ECOSYS-TEM BY EXAMPLE
Maven is a software project management tool for Java and other languages targeting the JVM (e.g., Groovy, Kotlin, Clojure, Scala). It automates most phases of a software development life-cycle, from build to deployment. Maven relies on a specification file, named pom.xml, where developers explicitly declare what should happen at each building phase. Dependency management is one important phase where Maven automatically fetches software artifacts on which a project depends. Those artifacts are hosted on remote repositories, either public or private. Currently, Maven Central is the most popular public repository. It hosts millions of software artifacts coming in the form of binary sources (e.g., jar, war, etc.), tests (sources and binaries), or other elements. Artifacts in Maven Central cannot be modified or updated, meaning that all the releases of each artifact are stored in the repository. An artifact is identified by a unique set of GAV coordinates, referring to groupId (G), artifactId (A), and version (V). Figure 1 illustrates a simplified example of software reuse within the Maven ecosystem. Software reuse happens at two levels, the artifact-level, and the code-level. At the artefact level, a project declares a list of libraries that have to be added to the project's classpath in order to build correctly. Later, at the code-level, the members of the API (e.g., types, methods, etc.) are either directly called, e.g. via object instantiation, or dynamically called, e.g., using reflection. Figure 1 represents the dependency relationships of 5 artifacts. Both com.payneteasy.socket-nio:client:1.0-4 and org.apache.flink:flink-runtime:1.5.0 declare a dependency toward com.google.code:findbugs:jsr305:13.9 and org.slf4j:slf4j-api:1.7.1. flink-runtime also declares a dependency towards org.apache.flink:flink-core:1.5.0. When using the Maven management system, a client declares the list of dependencies to be reused in a specific file called pom.xml. The dependencies are identified by their exact coordinates. For example, in Listing 1, the artifact org.apache.flink:flinkruntime:1.5.0 declares a dependency towards com.google.code.findbugs:jsr305:1.3.9 to reuse the javax annotations defined in this library. Consequently, when building the flink-runtime project, Maven will fetch the resource jar corresponding to jsr305:1.3.9, together with all its transitive dependencies and add them to the project's classpath. The collection of all direct and transitive dependencies is called a dependency tree.
Artifact-level API dependency
With the transitive dependencies resolution mechanism, the dependency tree can grow to become very large [9] . Maven has introduced some techniques to cope with this issue. The most important technique is the dependency scope. This consists in annotating the dependencies with a resolution scope, i.e., the phase of the build at which the 
Code-level API dependency
There exists many ways to use external APIs at the code level, namely, inheritance, implementation, composition, genericity, static method invocation etc.. Listing 2 shows a relevant code snippet of the class org.apache.flink.runtime-.entrypoint.ClusterEntrypoint [10] of the library org.apache-.flink:flinkruntime:1.5.0. The class ClusterEntrypoint implements the AutoCloseableAsync class exposed by the org-.apache.flink:flinkcore:1.5.1 dependency (line 7). Moreover, lines 9 and 10 are examples of field declarations. Line 9 also shows a call to the static method getLogger(). Other reuse examples of API members such as annotations, methods call, or in methods signatures can be found in lines 22-24, respectively. Listing 2 is an example of source code, but all the different ways of using a dependency can also be retrieved at the Java bytecode level.
Coming back to the example of Figure 1 , at the artefact level, com.payneteasy.socket-nio:client:1.0-4 declares a dependency towards com.google.code:findbugs:jsr305:13.9. However, if we analyze the bytecode contained in com.payneteasy.socket-nio:client:1.0-4, no references to classes defined in findbugs:jsr305 can be found. The dependency is not used at the bytecode level. We found that the dependency has been removed from the pom of the project in a later commit [11] . Therefore, there is a discrepancy between dependency declared at the artifact-level, and what the bytecode level actually uses.
Scope of this study
In this work, we analyze software dependencies both at the artifact and code level. We analyze pom.xml files of client projects to determine the list of direct dependencies they declare, based on the Maven Dependency Graph [6] . We also analyze the code of both the clients and the libraries. On the client side of the dependency, we study to what extent they actually use the dependencies they declare. On the library side, we evaluate the extent to which an API is actually used by its population of clients. Our code analysis is based on a static Java bytecode analysis, as described in detail in subsection 3.2. The implementation of the complete pipeline is described in subsection 3.3.
Notations
For further references, we introduce the following notations: 
METHODOLOGY
In this section we introduce the dataset for this study and the different types of analyses we have developed. Then, we present our research questions and the metrics we use to answer these questions.
Dataset
We leverage the Maven Dependency Graph (MDG) to identify the most popular APIs in Maven Central, as well as their clients. Then we extract usage information through static analysis of the jar artifacts. This section details these two steps. The MDG [6] captures all artifacts in Maven Central as nodes and their dependencies as directed edges. Every node has a coordinates property referring to the artifact's coordinates (GAV) and a packaging referring to the format of the artifacts binaries. Furthermore, every edge has a property scope identifying the dependency scope. Our computation of popularity includes only the artifacts for which the packaging type is jar, and excludes the dependencies for which the scope is test. For our study, we extract the set LIBS 99 that includes the 99 most popular libraries. We compute the popularity of a LIB based on the number of distinct CLIENT where at least one client ∈ CLIENT declares a dependency towards a library ∈ LIB. We refer to this set as users(LIB). We also extract all the clients of LIBS 99 from the MDG:
The raw dataset for our study includes all dependency relationships from any client towards a library ∈ LIBS 99 . This represents 2,511,270 dependency relationship between 943,098 clients (belonging to 103,181 unique CLIENT) and 99 LIB. The LIB are in a total of 5,431 versions in the dataset.
Static analysis to collect usage data
For every single library ∈ LIBS 99 , we collect their jar from Maven Central and statically analyze it to extract all its API members. Then, we store this list of members in a relational database. Table 1 shows descriptive statistics about the APIs and clients for our study. The LIBRARIES OVERVIEW part shows the number of API members (types, methods, fields) in our set of libraries, the number of dependencies declared towards these libraries and the number of distinct clients that declare these dependencies. The LIBRARIES MEMBERS part goes into the details of the distribution of the number of types, methods, and fields across the 99 APIs. The LI-BRARIES TYPES part zooms into the different kinds of types (classes interfaces and annotations) that we found in APIs. We provide a detailed description of these types since they will form the main granularity at which we analyze API usages. The smallest (non-null) API that we encountered during our analysis is the javax.inject:javax.inject:1 library, containing only 1 interface and 5 annotations, of which, only one defines a default method.
In a second step, we collect, from Maven Central, the jar file of every single artifact that declares a dependency to at least one of the libraries in our dataset. Then, we analyze the bytecode of each of these clients, looking for local variables, fields, parameters, return types, annotations, type extensions or implementations that are referencing library types, including in lambda expressions. We also analyze invocations that target any element of the resolved API members. For each API usage, we count the number of times an element is referenced. The CLIENTS OVERVIEW part of Table 1 gives the distribution of the number API types used, as well as the number of dependencies declared by each client.
Our analysis is purely static. Consequently it does not trace dynamic calls made through the Java reflection mechanism. Moreover, our static analysis does not trace calls to sub-types that are not explicitly referenced, e.g. through a type interface, or vice-versa. Nonetheless, this does not affect the relevance of our empirical analysis as we are particularly interested in identifying exactly the API members used by the clients' code. As an example of a library-client interaction, Listing 2 presents a code snippet of the class ClassEntrypoint reusing types from slf4j-api:1.7.21 and jsr305:1.3.9, while Table 2 exhibits an excerpt of the collected API usages of slf4j-api:1.7.21 and jsr305:1.3.9. It shows that, for instance, the class ClusterEntrypoint references the class Logger of slf4j-api:1.7.21 one time, and calls the method Logger.info 6 times. Figure 2 illustrate the gathering of these usages analysis for all clients of a library API. It shows a bipartite graph: the API types of slf4j-api:1.7.19 (blue nodes), its clients (yellow and purple nodes) and the usages, as edges on the graph. It contains 32 types in total, among which 2 types, LoggerFactory and Logger, are used by the majority of the clients. Even though this library is shipped with several classes serving other functionalities, such as markers, most of its clients are familiar only with its basic usage. Our work is motivated by the intuition that the focus of client usages on a core subset of the API is a phenomenon that occurs for most libraries. We articulate the investigation of this phenomenon around the four research questions elicited below. 
Implementation details
The large scale of our static analysis (5,431 libraries and 2,511,270 dependency relationships) is a key challenge for this study. We have developed a specific infrastructure to scale the analysis: we distribute and process clients over several computation nodes in parallel. Accordingly, we rely on an asynchronous, queue-based producer-consumer pattern to process the clients and write the results of their analysis in the database. Figure 3 shows the architecture of the infrastructure that we implemented to analyze dependencies and API usages. The libraries processor takes as input the list of dependencies from MDG as well as the jar of the libraries fetched from Maven Central. It extracts the API members of each library and writes the list into the database. Then, it publishes the list of clients to the clients queue. On the other side, each clients processor consumes one client at a time. After computing the API usages, the consumer stages them in the usages queue and consumes a new one. The usages queue is responsible for synchronizing insertions into the database. In case of a processing failure, either in the client processing phase or the insertion into the database phase, the failed item is put back in the queue.
The artifacts are resolved with Eclipse Aether [12] , a Java library that fetches artifacts from remote repositories for local consumption. The bytecode analysis is implemented on top of ASM [13] , a popular Java library for bytecode manipulation and analysis. We use MariaDB as the database and RabbitMQ to handle the queues. The infrastructure is available on GitHub [8] .
Research questions
This study is structured around the following research questions: 
RQ1:
To what extent do clients call the APIs towards which they declare a dependency? Previous studies have shown that API users do not systematically update their dependencies, or even declare dependencies to APIs that they never use at all [14] , [15] . In this research question, we investigate the extent of this phenomena (dependencies declared but not used in the code) and we also discuss the causes of this phenomenon from a software reuse perspective.
RQ2: What is the usage frequency of API types that are used by, at least, one client? API developers want to maximize adoption by providing a set of reusable functionalities to their clients. This desire to satisfy many users can become a double-edged sword from the users' perspective, which can be overloaded by a large number of API members that they do not need [16] , [17] . This research question focuses on studying the portion API members that are used at least once, and how frequently they are used.
RQ3: How many API classes are essential for most of the clients? The usage of API members is demonstrated to be strongly related to the needs of the clients [18] . In the long term, these needs determine what constitutes the essential part of an API. Here, we address the key intuition of this work: the existence of a reuse-core for the APIs, i.e. a set of highly used elements according to the clients' state of practice. In this research question, we investigate what proportion of the API is essential for the clients and how this reuse-core varies according to various API usages.
RQ4: What is the most compact API reuse-core? According to Hyrum's law [1] , with a larger number of clients, it is very likely that all API is used by at least one client. In such a case, deciding the appropriate reuse-core translates to a trade-off: determining what is the most relevant subset of the API satisfying a maximum number of clients. In this research question, we characterize this trade-off to select the best reuse-core of the API members.
As illustrated in Figure 4 , we filter our dataset through the research questions. For RQ1, we focus on the 2,306,331 dependencies concerning the 865,560 client artifacts that we could resolve (those for which we could download the jar). For RQ2 we focus on the dependencies for which we could observe an actual usage in the bytecode of the client. At this stage we exclude 4 LIB that do not contain public types. This represents 4,931 libraries, 1,302,911 dependencies and 677,953 clients. In RQ3 and 4 we restrain our data set to clients of the most popular version of each library. This corresponds to 95 libraries, 319,882 dependency relationship and 235,440 unique clients.
Metrics and definitions
To answer RQ1, we measure the possible gap between clients that declare a dependency towards an API in their pom.xml and the ones that actually call this API at least once in their bytecode.
Metric 1.
The dependency usage rate (DUR) of a LIB is the proportion of clients that call at least one API member of a library ∈ LIB, (observed through static analysis), among all the clients that declare a dependency towards any version of LIB:
RQ2 deals with the proportion of clients that call at least one element of a given type, i.e. users obs (type). To assess this ratio, we define the called types usage rate (TUR).
Metric 2.
The types usage rate of a given type ∈ library corresponds to the proportion of clients that reference at least one member of type (observed through static analysis), i.e. users obs (type), among the clients that actually use library, i.e. users obs (library):
A key contribution of this work is to investigate the existence of a core set of essential types in an API. We based this investigation on the following definition and method to compute the reuse-core. Definition 1. Core n . The Core n of a library is the necessary and sufficient subset of the called API types, types obs (library), that serves n% of the API's clients, users obs (library).
The computation of Core n is based on the adaptation of the extinction sequence [19] . This metric estimates the robustness of a bipartite graph by simulating the extinction of the nodes on one side of the graph, according to a certain ordering of these nodes, and determine the effect on the survival of the other side of the graph. To compute Core n , we consider the bipartite graph composed of clients and the API types. An extinction sequence simulates the hiding of API types to determine the clients' rate that would be satisfied if these types were not present in the API (i.e., the rate of clients that still have access to all the types they need). This way, we can determine how much of the API types we can hide while still serving n% of the API's clients.
In RQ3 we investigate the size of Core n according to various values of n, based on the following metric.
Metric 3.
The core − ratio n (CR n ) of a given library is the size of Core n over the number of API types that are used by one client at least, Core 100 .
In RQ4 we aim at characterizing the most relevant reusecore of API types. This is based on the following core-index metric, which is inspired by the h-index optimization intuition.
Metric 4.
The core-index of a given library is the minimum percentage, h, of a subset of the called API types, types obs , w.r.t. the whole API types, i.e. types, that serves at least 100 -h% of the actual API clients, users obs . This metric is inspired by the h-index metric [20] . In other words, core-index(library) = max n∈1..100
where, f (n) is the percentage of the API that is hidden from the clients. Formally,
RESULTS
In this section, we discuss the results for our four research questions. Given the large number of libraries and clients, the plots displayed in the section represent a lot of information and it is sometimes difficult to keep the intuition between the data and the software engineering phenomena that are at stake. To keep the discussion concrete, we select 6 libraries that we use to illustrate all the research questions. Table 3 summarizes the name, the number of types, the number of clients, the number of clients that actually use the library and the application domain for these 6 libraries. We select these libraries because they represent a diverse set of domains, sizes, API types, and number of clients. We select the most used version of each LIB. 
To what extent do clients call the APIs towards which they declare a dependency?
In this research question, we investigate the gap between dependency declaration in the clients' pom.xml file and the actual extent to which they reuse the API, as statically observed in their bytecode. The maximum rate goes to org.apache.maven:mavenplugin-api, for which 96.8% of the clients that declare it as a dependency call at least one element of its API. The median rate is 51.2%. No LIB is actually called by 100% of the clients that declare a dependency towards it, and 22.2% are called by at most 20% of their actual clients.
Overall, we find that 56% of the declared dependencies are used at least once in the bytecode of the clients (1,302,911 out of 2,306,331). For example, the DU R of our illustrative examples lie between 50% and 60% for commonscli:commons-cli, org.scala-lang:scala-compiler, junit:junit, and org.hibernate:hibernate-core, while javax.inject:javax.inject and org.slf4j:slf4j-api are between 60% and 70%. In the following, we discuss three situations that explain the large gap between declared and used dependencies.
Runtime dependency: Among the LIB with a DU R below 20%, we observe several libraries serving as a facade of org.slf4j, a popular logging facade for java, e.g. log4j-over-slf4j, jcl-over-slf4j, jul-over-slf4j. These libraries are not supposed to be called statically, which explains their low DU R. They are intended to replace the implementation of log4j, apache-commons-logging and java.util.Logging used by other clients dependencies. This mechanism allows a client to intercept calls to logging methods made by its dependency and channel them through one common Logger.
It is also possible for client code to call the API types of a given library only dynamically, using the Java reflection mechanism, or through dependency injection. Such dependency declarations are used only to select the provided implementation at runtime. For example, netty, a framework for building asynchronous network applications, declares optional dependencies. One of them, javassist, allows netty, to generate bytecode on the fly to accelerate encoding/decoding methods instead of relying on traditional reflection which is slower. The developers of apache-flink, which depends on netty but does not use javassist otherwise, have decided to declare a dependency towards javassist. Therefore, no call to javassist's API can be found in apache-flink's bytecode, and its sources compile and passes tests even when removing this dependency, but its presence makes the application faster.
The 4 LIB that are used by none of the clients declaring a dependency towards them (0% DU R), fall in the category of runtime dependencies. org.springframework.boot:spring-bootstarter-web and org.springframework.boot:spring-boot-starter are 2 of the 4 LIB. Looking at the source, we notice that they contain no API types: they are dependency descriptors containing only a pom.xml file. They are intended to fetch dependencies related to Spring framework, and thus to transparently manage the "jar hell" for the clients. The other two are implemented in Clojure. Since Clojure is a dynamic interpreted language, we could not statically extract API members from the clients.
Version conflict management: A Maven dependency tree may contain conflicting versions of the same LIB. This may lead to loading a wrong class, at runtime, that is referring to an API member that does not exist [21] . To cope with this issue, Maven introduces the dependency mediation mechanism [22] . This technique determines what library version will be loaded by choosing the nearest library in the client's dependency tree. To guarantee to load the right library version, one may explicitly declare it in the projects' pom.xml. Note that the best practice for solving version conflict issues is to use the dependencyManagement section of the pom instead of declaring a dependency toward the desired version of the conflicted library. To assess to what extent the unused dependencies may potentially serve to resolve a version conflict, we ran a dedicated query on the MDG. First, we selected a sample of 155184 dependencies that are evenly distributed across libraries and clients. This sample includes 47249 unused dependencies and 107935 used ones. For each dependency from a client towards a library ∈ LIB, we check if there exist at least two other versions of LIB in the dependency tree of client. Among the 47249 unused dependencies, 37660 (79, 71 ± 0, 36%) contain a potential conflict. Among the 107935 used dependencies, 81288 contain a potential conflict (75.31 ± 0.26%). A χ 2 test allows us to reject the hypothesis that these two probabilities are the same (p-value<10 −15 ). Yet, the difference is small, which means that conflict management can only explains a small part of unused dependencies.
Truly unused dependency: Some declared dependencies that are not used are most likely in the pom.xml by accident, either through copy-pasting or have not been removed after the evolution of the client. This is consistent with the observations of McIntosh and colleagues [23] who found that build files are more prone to clones than other software artifacts. To exemplify the existence of such a phenomenon, we consider javax.inject that has a dependency usage rate of 62.2%, slightly above the median. It is unlikely that the clients used it through reflection since it contains only 5 annotations and one interface. It has only one version, javax.inject:1, which excludes the hypothesis that this dependency is used to prevent version conflicts. This leaves us with two plausible explanations for the 37.8% of unused dependencies: (1) forgetting to update the pom.xml by removing unused dependencies after a project refactoring or (2) a simple copy-and-paste of an existing
declare a dependency towards javax.inject and use it, except qlack2-fuse-file-upload-rest, which declares the but does not use it. This module contains only one type [24] that does not import nor use any member of javax.inject API. The most plausible explanation is that the developer copy pasted the pom.xml of another module when creating this one.
Maven has no mechanism to detect unused dependencies. While forgetting to declare a dependency towards a used library would result in compilation or runtime errors, declaring unused dependencies causes only indirect problems related to version conflicts, bloated applications, or code that becomes harder to maintain. These indirect problems are probably less likely to be noticed or developers give it a low priority.
Answer in RQ1: 1,003,400 out of 2,306,331 dependencies declared in the client's pom.xml are actually not used by calls to their API, in their bytecode (43.5%). This observation indicates that the presence of declared but not used dependencies is a real phenomenon in Maven Central. This opens to new research opportunities on debloating pom.xml and other build artifacts.
What is the usage frequency of API types that are used by, at least, one client?
We answer this research question in three phases: first we study the usage rate of API types for all versions of the libraries in LIB. Then, we focus on the most popular version of each library. Finally, we assess how internal usages might impact our observations.
Since we investigate which API types are actually called by their clients, we focus on the subset of dependency relationships for which we statically observed at least one usage in RQ1. This corresponds to 1,302,911 dependencies, 4,931 libraries (95 distinct LIB), and 677,953 clients. Figure 6 displays the distributions of usage rate of called types (T U R), as defined in Metric 2. Each box-plot in this figure displays the distribution of libraries according to the API ratio used by a proportion of clients. The T U R is computed for all types publicly available in all versions of the 95 LIB that are used by one client at least.
What is the distribution of type usage ratio of all library versions?
The left-most box-plot in Figure 6 indicates that for most libraries, an overwhelming majority of types are not used. Indeed, for 50% of libraries, more than 71.8% of types are never used by any client. Furthermore, we notice that the proportion of library types decreases with T U R down to 90%. This suggests that more frequently used types represent an inversely proportional part of the API, with the notable exception of the most frequently used types. This latter observation manifests as an increase in the API proportion for types that have a T U R value between 90% and~100%. The horizontal box, on top of Figure 6 , provides the distribution of the usage rate for the most used type in Usage among client (TUR) API proportion (%) Fig. 6 . Distribution of usage rates of API types of all libraries in LIB. The x-axis represents the T U R grouped in 11 categories. The first category is for types with a T U R that is equal to zero, while the remaining categories are grouped by 10% ranges, the lowest bound excluded. The y-axis represents the proportion of types in each library that falls into each category, from 0% to 100%, on a logarithmic scale. The horizontal box illustrates the distribution of the type usage rate of the most used type of each library.
each library. We notice that 75% of libraries contain at least one type that is used by more than 61% of clients. The main observation in Figure 6 is that most libraries have a vast majority of unused types and have a few types used by many clients. Yet, there are large variations in the number of clients for different versions of the same LIB, including some versions with very few clients. In order to mitigate the statistical noise due to the versions that are seldom used, we study the usage rate of the API types for the most used version of each LIB. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the T U R of API types, focusing on the most used version of each LIB (instead of aggregating all versions as in Figure 6 ). Overall, we notice that both figures share the same general characteristics of their distributions, namely, the proportion of library types still decreases while increasing the T U R. Meanwhile, we notice some key differences. First, we remark that the proportion of types that are used by absolutely no client has drastically decreased: the median value dropped to 2.6% (while it was 71.8% when considering all the versions of the LIB). Second, we observe that the proportion of API types used by less than 10% of the clients has increased, with a median value of 80.2%. The third interesting difference while considering the most popular version is about the usage distribution of the most popular type (box plot on top of Figure 7 ): the median does not change, but the quartile values do. Precisely, 64% to 93%, instead of 61% to ∼100%. This is consistent with the increase of the quartile values in the distributions of the categories 70% to 90% and the decrease of the of the quartile values in the category 90% to 100%. Among our illustrative examples, only hibernate-core-:4.3.11.Final has a considerable rate of unused types, even its most popular version. The remaining libraries have less than 2.6% of their types that have never been used. In particular, almost all the types of commons-cli:1.3.1 and javax.inject:1 have been used by at least one client. This can be explained by the small size of their API, by opposition to the size of hibernate-core:4.3.11.Final, which is significantly larger, with 2,746 types. Despite the very large number of types in scalacompiler:2.11.8, 99% of them are used by at least one client. The large number of API types is due to the Scala language concepts being compiled into many types at the bytecode level. Similarly, a big proportion of slf4j-api:1.7.21 API types are used by a small proportion of clients (<10%). The very high proportion of clients using a small proportion of the API in both slf4j-api:1.7.21 and scala-compiler:2.11.8 suggests a very large diversity of usage profiles.
What is the distribution of type usage ratio of popular library versions?
When we isolate the most used type (boxplot on top of the Figure 7) , we notice that all our example libraries have a maximum T U R greater than 70%, with the exception of junit:4.12. The most used type in junit:4.12 is Assert and is used only by 54% of the clients. Whilst, 90% of the clients of slf4j-api:1.7.21 and commons-cli:1.3.1 use ∼5% and ∼8% of their API types respectively. Although a very large proportion of types in hibernate-core:4.3.11.Final are never used, the types Session and SessionFactory are used by most clients (70%). Meanwhile, scala-compiler:2.11.8 has a maximum T U R of 77%.
The distribution in Figure 7 provides evidence for Hyrum's Law [1] . This law states that "With a sufficient number of users of an API, ...all observable behaviors of your system will be depended on by somebody". Indeed, if we consider the most popular version of the most popular LIB in Maven Central (the ones that have "a sufficient number of users of an API"), we observe that most of the types are used by one client at least. Meanwhile, we also observe that a large proportion of types are used by less than 10% of the clients. In the following section we'll investigate if the remaining unused public types are made public only for the libraries own internal usage.
Does library inter-package usage explains unused public types?
In Java, it is not possible to limit the visibility boundaries of class members to only the packages of the owning library. Once a package is visible beyond its package boundaries, it is accessible to the rest of the world. Even though, several different conventions can inform a library user that a public type is meant for internal usage, such as naming the package internal or annotating the type as such, non is enforced. Therefore, one could argue that some public types are not meant to be part of the API, but rather, are public to be used by the rest of the library. Here we investigate this hypothesis and its consequences on the results presented above. We consider the most popular version in LIB and measure the share of types that are used in other packages of the library. These usages would not be possible if the types in question were not public, and could, therefore, explain why they are public even if they are not aimed for the clients of the library. Figure 8 shows the distribution of rate of internally used types. The bottom boxplot shows the distribution of this rate for types that are used by no clients, while the top one shows the distribution of this rate for types that are used by at least one client. Note that 12 libraries out of 95 have no public types that are used by no clients, hence they do not appear in the bottom boxplot. Furthermore, 9 libraries have only 1 package which makes their share of types used from other packages equal to 0%. Among our examples, commons-cli:1.3.1, and javax.inject:1 are not on the plots since they do not have any unused public type and are single package library.
For more than half of the libraries, no unused type is used by other packages of the library. And for more than 90%, less than 23% of unused types are used by another package of the library. The maximum share of types used from other package is 100% for spring-bootconfiguration-processor (All these types are also used by at least one client). The maximum share of types used from other packages among types used by no clients is 62% for com.sun.xml.bind:jaxb-impl:2.2.7. Consequently, the declaration of some types as public to allow their internal usage, Figure 8 can only explain a minority of the unused public types.
We test the T U R of types used by clients, depending on their usage from other package of the same library. A t − test rejects the following null hypothesis: Types used by other package of the same library are less likely to be used by client with a p-value < 0.001. In other words, types used internally by a library, are not less popular among its clients.
In conclusion, we make three observations: (i) internal usages of a public type cannot explain most cases of unused types; (ii) whatever the intention of library developers was, types that are public are likely to end up being used by some client, as predicted by Hyrum's law [1] (as an extreme example, Mastrangelo and colleagues study the large usage of the internal sun.misc.Unsafe API [25] ). (iii) internal usage is positively correlated with T U R among client and not negatively.
Answer to RQ2:
The median proportion of unused types in an API is 71.84%. When considering only the most used version of LIB, most of API types are used, but many of them are used by less than 10% of clients (median proportion of types used by less than 10% of clients is 95,00%). This indicates that Hyrum's law stands and that it is still worth investigating the existence of an essential reuse-core.
How many API classes are essential for most of the clients?
This research question is the central one for our study: we investigate the subset of API types that are essential for most clients. We answer this question with the following subset of the dataset: the library types that are used by at least one client (i.e., we ignore the types used by 0% of the clients, which we identified in the previous RQ); the most popular version for each LIB (since previous question demonstrated that this version has a more interesting usage profile than the average over all the versions).
We compute the Core n for various values of n by running extinction sequence over the bipartite graph of clients and API types. Figure 9 displays the extinction sequences with two different ordering for the simulation of API types hiding. On the left side of the figure, we simulate the hiding of API types from the least to the most used and we plot the proportion of clients that are still served correctly when these types are hidden. On the right side of the figure, we simulate the hiding of API types from the most to the least used (right side). The regular lines represent the extinction sequences for our 6 running examples, and the dashed line represents the median extinction sequence for the most used version of all our LIB.
On the top left corner of both plots, we notice that, by definition, when 0% of the API is hidden 100% of clients are satisfied. When we simulate the hiding from the least to the most used API types first (left plot), high rates of clients stay served correctly during most of the sequence. In particular, the strongly convex shape of the median hints that clients are very likely to be satisfied even if many API types are hidden: more than 90% of clients are served correctly while hiding up to 75% of the API. This is followed by a sudden decline for proportions of hidden API greater than 75%.
Let us look at the extinction sequences of our illustrative library examples. The javax.inject:1 sequence has a stair-step shape since this library contains only 6 types with relatively balanced usages. The commons-cli:1.3.1 curve drops Fig. 9 . Extinction sequences for API types. The sequence on the left simulates the hiding of API types from the least to the most used type. The sequence on the right hides types from the most to the least used type. suddenly at 12,5% then stabilizes for 30 points. This occurs because a set of clients use a cluster of types jointly, sharing a quite similar usage frequency. When the first of these types is hidden, all the clients disappear and the curve drops, then the other types are hidden one after the other with no effect on the sequence of satisfied clients. The collection of joint types that lead to this drop is (AlreadySelectedException, AmbiguousOptionException, HelpFormatter$OptionComparator, OptionValidator, PatternOptionBuilder, TypeHandler, Util).
The extinction sequences for hibernate-core:4.3.11.Final and junit:4.12 are the closest to the median. The most notable examples are slf4j-api:1.7.21 and scala-compiler:2.11.8, with the most convex sequence. This is because a large portion of their API types is used by few clients. On the other hand, a small proportion of their API types is used by most clients, which explains the sudden drop after hiding more than 95% of API types.
From the extinction sequence function, we compute the ratio of the API that belongs to Core n (CR n ) as follows. Let ext(x) be the ratio of clients served when hiding x% of the least used API types (as displayed on the left of Figure 9 ). Then, Core n is the set of API types that can be hidden to serve n% of clients, and CR n = 100−x 100 , where x is the greater value where ext(x) = n. Figure 10 shows the distributions of CR n of the most popular version of each LIB, for n ∈ [50 . . . 100]. The curves represent CR n of our 6 illustrative library examples. We observe that CR n decreases quickly while n decreases. The median of CR 50 is close to 5%, which means that 5% of the API types are sufficient to satisfy 50% of the clients. The relatively large range of the CR 50 boxplot (Q1: 2.25%, Q3: 13.42%) supports our previous observation about diversity in usage profiles in different libraries. This diversity of situations is also illustrated by our 6 examples. slf4j-api:1.7.21 has the steepest curve, with a sudden drop to 2 types out of 37 (Logger and LoggerFactory, 5,4% of the types) for CR 94 and this stays stable until CR 70 . This is due to the fact that usages of slf4j are very similar from one client to another despite the other functionalities existing in slf4j, e.g. Marker and Mapped Diagnostic Context (MDC). On the opposite side of the CR n spectrum, the clients of javax.inject have more diverse profiles. This is explained by the fact that clients can use different types of the API independently of the others. Therefore, CR n decreases continuously while n decreases. Fig. 11 . Usage graph of the Core 50 corresponding to jsr305:1.3.9. Both dark and light blue nodes represent types of the API, whereas nodes in grey and yellow represent clients. An edge goes from a client to an API type if the client uses it. Nodes in yellow are the clients that only used the 9 most used classes of the API in dark blue which constitutes its Core 50 . They represent more than 50% of clients.
The difference between javax.inject and slf4j-api:1.7.21 with respect to the diversity of usages is captured visually in Figure 2 and Figure 11 . Figure 2 represents the bipartite graph for the sl4fjapi:1.7.19 API: the API types, the clients and the usages between the clients and types. The usages are mostly focused on two types. In this kind of network, the hiding of a random type is unlikely to affect many clients, which is reflected with a very convex extinction sequence when hiding the least popular types first. This also means there exists a small reuse-core of types that are essential for most clients. On the other hand, Figure 11 represents usages of jsr305:1.3.9's API types. As jsr305 functionalities are more independent from each other, clients usages are both more distributed and more diverse.
In this type of network, the hiding of a random type is more likely to affect a portion of the clients' population. This reflects as a less convex extinction sequence and a larger reuse-core to serve most of the clients.
Answer to RQ3: Extinction sequences provide a novel measure of API usage that grasps the complexity of client profiles, from the ones that use the most exotic API types to the ones that focus on a core set of popular functionalities. For 75% of libraries, Core 50 is smaller than 13.42% of API types. But this size varies, depending on the libraries. Higher core sizes indicate a higher diversity of usages made by the client of the library.
What is the most compact API reuse-core?
In RQ3, we showed that the relative size of Core n changes in different ways depending on the library shape (e.g., size of the API, and logical dependency between types) and the usage profiles of its clients. In order to find a single relevant subset of an API that makes a trade-off between its relative size and the proportion of the clients it satisfies, we use the core-index metric introduced in Subsection 3.5. This metric is inspired by the h-index metric as follows: if core-index = h, the Core h of an API hides at least h% of its T ypes obs , yet it satisfies h% of its clients. Figure 12 shows the distribution of core-index for the most popular version of each LIB in LIBS 99 . It ranges from 50 to 98. We observe a relatively low core-index value for libraries which have diverse usages that are well distributed across the API types. For example, the 6 types of javax.inject:1 provide independent functionalities with balanced usages. Therefore, its most compact reuse-core is Core 50 . Similarly, the core-index of commons-cli:1.3.1 is 64: this reflects the significant proportion of its API that is used by a majority of its clients. On the other hand, APIs with focused usages have a higher core-index. For example, slf4j-api:1.7.21 has a core-index of 94. As discussed earlier, most of its clients (94%) use the exact same small part of the API (6%). On the middle of this scale are junit:4.12 and hibernatecore:4.3.11.Final. They both have a large proportion of their API used only by a few clients. The rest is used by most of their clients. Their core-index are respectively 83 and 78.
Overall, the core-index tends to be closer to 100 than to 50. On one hand, this indicates the relevance of the chosen metric. On the other hand, it suggests that a small subset of API types would properly serve the majority of the clients. As a matter of fact, the first quartile of core-index is 77. This suggests that, for 75% of libraries, 23% of the API types used by one client at least are sufficient to provide for 77% of clients.
In the following paragraphs, we discuss what the coreindex mechanism captures in our 6 running examples. Figure 13 shows the usage relationship of clients and types in and out of the Core h of our six running examples. Each plot represents a chord diagram of client / API types relationships. Each chord diagram is divides in two parts. The top half of the diagram represents all public types of the API; those in red are part of the Core h , those in blue are not. Each type is represented with a 'slice' which size is proportional to the share of usage it attracts. The bottom half of the diagram represents groups of clients. The red group, named CoreOnly, includes the clients that use only types that are part of the Core h . The blue group, when it exists, includes all clients that use none of the types belonging to the Core h . The yellow group includes all clients that use both types of the Core h and other types. The size of each group is proportional to the number of clients it represents.
Contrary to most libraries studied in this work, clients usages of javax.inject:javax.inject's API are diverse and well distributed among its types, the trade off selected by the core-index is one that satisfies only 49% of clients. Figure 13a also shows that 20% of clients (in blue) use exclusively types that are not part of the library's Core 49 , while 31% of clients (in yellow) use both types inside and outside of the Core 49 . Figure 13c represents the usages relationship of slf4j-api:1.7.21 types by its clients. As there is a big gap in T U R between the second (LoggerFactory and third (MDC) most popular types of slf4j-api:1.7.21, the core-index selects a tradeoff between these two types. Figure 13c shows that only 0.5% of clients (in blue) used exclusively types outside of the library's Core 94 , while 5.5% of clients (in yellow) use both types inside and outside of the Core 94 .
In Figure 13d , 83% of clients use only types of the Core 83 , 16% use types both inside and outside of the core, and less than 1% use only types outside of the core. Only 16% of clients are responsible for 52% of usages.
The trade-off selected by the core-index for hibernate-core-:4.3.11.Final and its clients is the Core 78 , as illustrated by Figure 13e . 78% of clients use only types part of this core (22% of public types). Only 3% of clients use only types outside this core. The rest of clients (19%) use both types in and outside of this core. They represent 46% of usages. Figure 13f illustrates an extreme value of core-index (97). The group of clients that use only the 3% of types that belong to the Core 97 represents 97% of all clients. Only 3% of clients use types outside of this core. But these 3% of clients are responsible for almost half (48%) of usages.
These 6 examples illustrate how our core-index mechanism selects a trade-off between core compactness and share of clients relying exclusively on this core. High value of core-index, (as shown in Figures 13c, 13d, 13e , and 13f, are typically selected for libraries for which only a small share of clients represents a big part of usages, while the rest of clients usages focus on a small part of the API. On the other hand, lower value of core-index, (as shown in Figures 13a and   13b ) are selected when clients usages are more balanced and distributed among the public types of the library.
Answer to RQ4:
The core-index is a novel and actionable trade-off to select a reuse-core that maximizes both API focus and the clients it can serve. The median coreindex value for our dataset is 83%, which means that for the median library, 17% of its used types are enough to provide for 83% of its clients. Using the core-index, API designers and developers may focus their resources on documenting and maintaining a small part of the API serving most of the clients.
THREATS TO VALIDITY
We report about internal, external, and construct threats to the validity of our study.
Internal validity. This study relies on a very rich and complex network of software artifacts. The complexity is such that we could not completely resolve the artifacts captured in the MDG [6] . For network reasons, download limitations, some artifacts could not be resolved. In total we resolved 865,560 of the 943,098 artifact (91.84%), which corresponds to 2,306,331 dependency relationships (91.78%). Overall, our analysis covered 87,207,807 of 5,076,307 different API elements. We believe that the results obtained with this large set of APIs and clients represent a good approximation of how clients use popular libraries.
External validity. Our findings might not generalize to all Java APIs. We selected the 99 LIB based on their popularity and on the popularity of Maven Central. We also noticed that these APIs cover a variety of usage domains (e.g., collections, logging, XML parsing). Consequently, we are confident about the relevance of our study subjects and the scale of their dependency relationships. Moreover, all projects under analysis are hosted in Maven Central and have a well established open-source community of users and maintainers.
Construct validity. The main threat to construct validity is related to the limitations of static analysis, which may fail to capture dynamic calls from the users to some API members. Reflection and libraries handling dependency injection such as spring-boot, or OSGI plugins allow clients to use API members through dynamic calls. This limitation has been discussed in detail for each research question. We also made our infrastructure publicly available for further replication [8] . Finally, in order to advocate for open-science, we made all the data used in this study publicly available online [7] .
RELATED WORK
Several existing works have investigated the usage of APIs in open-source projects and industrial applications. In this section we discuss the related work along the following aspects.
API usage in practice. Several studies have focused on understanding how developers actually make use of APIs on their daily basis [26] , [27] , [28] . Some of the motivations include improving API design [17] and increasing developers productivity [29] . Qiu et al. [2] present empirical evidence showing that a considerable proportion of API members are not widely used, i.e., many classes, methods, and fields of popular libraries have never been used. They have found that, on a corpus of 5000 projects, API usage distribution follows a power law, which is consistent with our findings. Nguyen et al. [30] implement a bytecode based analysis tool to learn API usages of Android frameworks. Their approach is intended to automatically generate recommendations for incomplete API usages, and thus reducing API usage errors and improving code quality. While their dataset covers one application domain, in our paper, we analyze clients of libraries serving different domains. Lämmel et al. [31] perform a large-scale study on API usage analysis based on AST elements migration. To our knowledge, none of the previous studies has performed on a population as significant as ours.
API recommendation and comprehension. As opensource software projects continuously grow both in quantity and complexity, recent research has paid special attention to understanding these large systems by studying API properties [32] . In particular, API recommendation systems based on usability [33] , diversity [34] , and stability [35] have been proposed. Steidl et al. [36] present an approach based on network metrics to retrieve central classes on large software systems. While this approach relies on internal usages (i.e. classes within the same projet) to determine the central classes, in our approach, we rely on external usages. Duala [37] conducted a study about the common questions that programmers ask when working with unfamiliar APIs. Our work expands the existing knowledge in the area by characterizing the essential API elements based on the clients' usages, which becomes a valuable criterion to reuse functionalities, i.e., following the wisdom of the crowd.
Software dependency ecosystems. During the last decade, researchers have investigated the dependency relationships in software packaging ecosystems [38] , [39] , [40] . In particular, research efforts focus on the study of library evolution [41] , updating behaviors [42] and the security risks [43] . Raemaekers et al. [44] constructed a Maven dataset of 148,253 jar files for analyzing the evolution of API members based on code metrics. Gabel et al. [45] perform a study on the uniqueness of source code showing that most existing code is reused code. Unlike previous work, our study focuses on the analysis of API usages to characterize the reuse-core of API members.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed 2,306,331 dependencies that are declared by 865,560 client programs towards the 99 most popular libraries available in Maven Central. With this unique, large scale dataset we investigated the actual usage of some of the most popular APIs in the Java world and revealed some new observations about the practice of software reuse in the Maven ecosystem. We found that 43.5% of declared dependencies are actually not used by the clients. These results about bloated dependencies are new in the literature of software ecosystems. Meanwhile, when considering only the dependencies that are actually used, we found that 50% of the APIs have more than 71.84% of types that are unused.
We introduced the novel concept of reuse-core, which determines how much of the API types are sufficient to correctly serve a majority of clients. We found that for most of the 99 libraries, 16% of the API is sufficient to satisfy the needs of 83% of its clients. This novel metric provides a concrete tool to reason about API usages that satisfy both Hyrum's law and emphasize an essential, widely used part of the API. Our results indicate that most APIs, even the most popular ones, are susceptible to become bloated by practice. Therefore, researchers and practitioners should put special attention to mitigate this phenomenon. Our future work aims at reducing the gap between the reuse-core and the actual size of existing APIs.
